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Most people think of communication as the thing they do when

they go through their day and talk to the people either at their jobs, at
home or even friends and extended family on the phone.
Organizations and corporations (the root word is corp or Latin
corporis, meaning body) are in reality a macrocosm of an individual
person. They have many of the same needs and desires, due to the
function of their organs, which is a personalization of departments
and committees within such organization. All too often though, just
as an individual (meaning one with different parts that can't be
divided) has conflict within, so do most organizations to one degree
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or another.
This phenomena of competing parts underlines the need and
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importance of an effective Communication Strategy for organizations
and simply focused communication for individuals. Usually, people
think or have thoughts pass through mind (this would relate to
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leadership and administration in organizations) before they react to
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any perceived cognition. Most small businesses fail within the first 2
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years due to a lack of understanding that their 'baby' company is
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quite literally a construct that must be treated like a person, fed the
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proper nutrients and protected from harmful things. Understanding
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who you are and what you do relative to the world around you will
help to develop a good Communication Strategy for your company or
even your personal life. Positive reinforcement and treating your
body with respect goes a long way in maintaining a proper balance
with yourself and your company. Communication is King for a
reason. Happy New Year!!
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SOLAR& GREENENERGY
The first weeks of class we focused on introducing the fundamentals of
solar science. We learned different forms of renewable resources.
One of the highlights of the Solar Science class so far was a project we
completed teaching the harmful impacts of coal mining on the
environment. We did this by mining chocolate chips out of a chocolate
chip cookie using toothpicks on a white sheet of paper. The chocolate
chips represented the coal, the chocolate chip cookie represented the
mine and the white sheet of paper represents the environment. As you
can imagine the residue of the chocolate chips and the crumbs of the
cookie made a mess on the white sheet of paper. This represents the
inevitable harmful effect on the environment the coal industry causes.
This taught us the importance of solar energy and other forms of
renewable energy because they are less harmful and more sustainable.
I hope this class will help stimulate the young minds of the students and
inspire them to create alternative technologies to help power the future.
Solar Energy Teacher
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enjoy the hands on
robotics projects. The
current project used
wooden rods, string, nail
and washers to make a
hand drill.
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Excerpt of ?From Youth Voice to Young Entrepreneurs: The Individualization of
Digital Media and Learning?

This month in Elementary Robotics classes, we
started a hand drill project. The hand drill is

The digital media
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concept that sheds
light on a problem
but also provides a
solution. From drug
awareness to food
conservation, get
ready for some
impressive content!

The field of digital media and learning has reached the mainstream. From coding
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clubs for five-year-olds, to the popularity of EdTech in schools media production to

nail. The key physics concept that we explored

teens, learning about and through digital technologies is no longer seen as
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potential of digital media to empower young people by supporting the skills to
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inclusion and recognition for those facing problems of marginalization.
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In pursuing these expressive and collaborate aims, which mobilize what we here
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label the ?voice? discourse, advocates recognize that equal opportunities can
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unless another force acts upon the state of
rest. The bigger the mass, the bigger the
inertia, or the harder it is to change its

generate iniquitous outcomes, and so they try to focus resources on disadvantaged

status/state.

groups to support their agency, creative expression, and civic engagement. However,
a rival discourse (here labelled ?entrepreneurial?) has more recently come to the fore.
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Students enjoyed making this project and were
able to test out their hand made drills on blocks of

Original citation: Blum-Ross, A. and Livingstone, S. (2016) ?From Youth Voice to Young Entrepreneurs: The
Individualization of Digital Media and Learning?in Journal of Digital and Media Literacy 4(1-2) Special issue ?From Voice
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to greatness!!
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Many people are interested in placing solar panels on
their roof, because they recognize the savings that
could be created on their energy bill. However, one of
the first things I teach in my Solar classes is how to
adopt an energy saving mindset. The reason being is
that we don?t want to carry wasteful habits over to a
sustainable technology.

throughout the
southeast region.
He attended
Morehouse College
Emmanuel Kimathi
is a Licensed Solar
Electrical Professional
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You will be glad you took these proactive steps!

One appliance that

Electricity is used to keep
this tank of water hot and
ready for use.
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In March 2007, I

uploaded a video that
would stand as all time
historic. It is the only
video in existence to
have reached 500,000
views by any street
dancer from any of
today?s American urban
dance styles. It was a
special combination of
unique movement and
a ?dare to be heard?
soundtrack. I made the
song the biggest hit of
the independent rap
group?s career. The
video received
thousands of views per
day for many months,
now a landmark of how
Jookin first stamped the
social media era of
street dance with
authenticity, ingenuity

THEURBANDANCE

ENLIGHTENMENT
Until 2007, the general definition of street dance
referred to terms like breaking, locking or
popping among others. These terms were
born on the West Coast where Hollywood
had given exposure to street dancers via
retrospective movies like Breakin?, TV
shows like Soul Train and brand product
commercials like Coke. The misconception
that
all street dancers are doing the same style of
dance was created by the lack of knowledge that the media had
about variety culture across the nation. Social media dissolved this
issue for those that sought to find knowledge in many subjects,
with dance being one of the most casually researched artifacts at
the dawn of self-broadcasting.
2007-2009: A war was brewing. The internet was on fire. Cities from
all around major cities tuned in by the tens of thousands. Youtube was
the mutual weapon. There was a square of mass confusion for several
street dance sub cultures. New York Flexin had a beef with California
Turfin over property rights to dance moves while Memphis Jookin had a
beef with Chicago Jukin over whose name is authentic for the subject at
hand. All the while, the feud with their rivals is what would show them
that they are all united with the same purpose. Grind hard. While
some cultures followed forward, others trail blazed the world of
street dance into a part of everyday life. It was not an easy journey
for neither thriving city but all have reaped the spoils of victory in
some form or another. The most responsible for the success of
Daniel Price is the first
urban dancer to go viral on

and hustle. Before the

Youtube and a Memphis

construction of a social

Jookin Legend. He is also

media super highway, it

the President of Menfes

was much harder to go
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viral. You HAD to be

Technology and the COO of

great.

Digital Dance Culture, LLC.

TV shows like So You
Think You Can Dance,
America?s Best Dance
Crew and America?s Got
Talent have featured
dancers from weak and
strong national cultural
factions. A reason for this
is because the dancer ?s
journey to exposure does
not start with an audition
on stage but via the
Internet. A dancer ?s or
culture?s ability to gain
organic exposure inspires
the producers of shows to
come to their town. This
offering to street dancers
helps to shape cultural
depictions naturally for
television. A devout
cultural stylist often does
not translate in TV
competitions, but it is the
traditional dancer with
urban technique that
excels. This reality created
the space where street
dancers have become
whatever they wanted to
be.Once street dancers
knew they too could ?wear
the mask?, there was no
stopping them. What is
the mask? In the next
article, we will discuss
some of the key dancers
that assisted in bringing
about economic and
social revolution for street
dancers dating back to
the year 2000 through
2011.

street dancers are their fans and supporters. There isn?t much of a pot of
gold for them so recognition and intellectual authority over their craft is
most valued. When supporters share the work of their favorite stylists on
a regular basis, it increases the value of urban dance exponentially within
the supporter ?s community. When community trending starts for dancers,
its usually a favorable outcome for the promotional results of the culture
involved.
In the case of Flexin vs. Turfin, a cross country dance feud seemingly
turned sights onto a full blown extreme street dance league known as
BattleFest in New York. California got back to its normal operations
unleashing Yak Films and World Of Dance as event/video producers into
cultural forums to offer really high quality videos and opportunity.
Memphis Jookin continued to independently pioneer a new era of their
style and structure the newly made path on which big name street
dancers were to go. While also focusing on the development of global
community, education and technology, Jookers sought to make the entire
world speculate about their culture.
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STEAM Teams started in 2016 as an incubator
project within Universal Phoenix Group, LLC, a global
consulting firm involved in the Technology, Athletics,
Entertainment, Marketing and Educational verticals.
STEAM Teams Academics, LLC was founded in 2017
and involves industry professionals, educators,
community organizations and teacher and parent
committees. Our mission is to enable career
discovery in STEM fields through programming which
embraces a holisitc educational approach and aligns
with client and organizational standards and goals.
We seek to not only teach, but show the students we
are able to touch, the business side of various STEM
industries and encourage entrepreneurial pursuits as
well.

175 Carnegie Pl, Ste 109
Fayetteville, GA 30214
fax+1-770-790-0038
www.steamteams.org
info@steamteams.org
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